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QUESTION 1

You administer a SQL Server instance. A database named DB1 is corrupted. 

Backups of DB1 are available on a disk backup device located at Z:\Backups\Backup.bak. 

The backup device has the following backups sets: 

a full database backup that is the first backup set on the device (FILE = 1) 

a differential database backup that is the second backup set on the device (FILE = 2) 

a transaction log backup that is the third backup set on the device (FILE = 3) 

You restore the full database backup and the differential database backup without rolling back the uncommitted
transactions. 

You need to restore the transaction log backup and ensure the database is ready for use after restoring the transaction
log. 

How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer, drag the appropriate Transact-SQL segments to
the correct locations. Each Transact-SQL segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to
drag 

the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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The RESTORE restores backups taken using the BACKUP command. You can do restore a transaction log onto a
database (a transaction log restore). 

NORECOVERY specifies that roll back not occur. This allows roll forward to continue with the next statement in the
sequence. In this case, the restore sequence can restore other backups and roll them forward. 

RECOVERY (the default) indicates that roll back should be performed after roll forward is completed for the current
backup. 

Recovering the database requires that the entire set of data being restored (the roll forward set) is consistent with the
database. If the roll forward set has not been rolled forward far enough to be consistent with the database and
RECOVERY 

is specified, the Database Engine issues an error. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/restore-statementstransact-sql 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You have a database named WideWorldImporters that contains the following tables: TableA and TableB. Both tables
are legacy tables. TableA contains a column that uses the ntext data type. TableB contains a column that uses the
nvarchar 

(max) data type. 

The indexes in each table have become highly fragmented. You must reduce the fragmentation in both tables. You must
permit concurrent user queries during defragmentation, even if the queries take longer to complete than usual. 

When possible, the REBUILD option is preferred. Table statistics must be updated at the end of this maintenance. 

In the table below, identify the strategy that must be used for each table. 

NOTE: Make only one selection in each column. Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

TableA: REBUILD … WITH (ONLINE =OFF) 

The data types image, ntext, and text can be rebuild offline only. 

TableB: REBUILD … WITH (ONLINE =ON) 

You CAN do online index rebuilds of varchar(max), nvarchar(max), and varbinary(max) data types. 

Note: When an index is created or rebuilt in SQL Server, statistics are created or updated by scanning all the rows in the
table. 
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However, starting with SQL Server 2012 (11.x), statistics are not created or updated by scanning all the rows in the
table when a partitioned index is created or rebuilt. Instead, the query optimizer uses the default sampling algorithm to 

generate these statistics. To obtain statistics on partitioned indexes by scanning all the rows in the table, use CREATE
STATISTICS or UPDATE STATISTICS with the FULLSCAN clause. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/indexes/reorganize-and-rebuild-indexes 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to recommend the actions that are required to partition a table. 

In which order should the four actions be performed? To answer, move the actions from the list of actions to the answer
area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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References: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms188730.aspx 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a SQL Server instance on a server named Server1. You need to recommend a solution to perform the
following tasks every week: 

Rebuild the indexes by using a new fill factor. 

Run a custom T-SQL command. 

Back up the databases. 

What should you recommend? More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer. 

A. A trigger 

B. An alert 

C. A maintenance plan 

D. Windows PowerShell 

E. A system policy 

Correct Answer: C 

Maintenance plans create a workflow of the tasks required to make sure that your database is optimized, regularly
backed up, and free of inconsistencies. 

 

QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may
be correct for more than one question in the series. Each question is independent of the other questions in this series. 
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Information and details provided in a question apply only to that question. 

You are the database administrator for a company that hosts Microsoft SQL Server. You manage both on-premises and
Microsoft Azure SQL Database environments. 

You plan to delegate encryption operations to a user. 

You need to grant the user permission to implement cell-level encryption while following the principle of least privilege. 

Which permission should you grant? 

A. DDLAdmin 

B. db_datawriter 

C. dbcreator 

D. dbo 

E. View Database State 

F. View ServerState 

G. View Definition 

H. sysadmin 

Correct Answer: G 

The following permissions are necessary to perform column-level encryption, or cell-level encryption. 

CONTROL permission on the database. 

CREATE CERTIFICATE permission on the database. Only Windows logins, SQL Server logins, and application roles
can own certificates. Groups and roles cannot own certificates. 

ALTER permission on the table. 

Some permission on the key and must not have been denied VIEW DEFINITION permission. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/encryption/encrypt-a-column-of-data 
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